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The Life Application Study Bible is today's #1-selling study Bible, containing notes that not only

explain difficult passages and give information on Bible life and times, but go a step further to show

you how to â€œtake it personally,â€• as God's Word speaks to every situation and circumstance of

your life! It's the one Bible resource that incorporates today's top scholarship in answering your

real-life questions and includes nearly 10,000 Life Application notes and features designed to help

readers apply God's truth to everyday life.
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The addition of two new features make the popular NIV Life Application Study Bible even better!

Now available with the Words of Christ in red and a dictionary/concordance. --This text refers to the

Imitation Leather edition.

- Application Notes provide penetrating insight into what the Bible says to you about how you live. -

Book Introductions use timelines, overviews, and outlines to prepare you to hear and respond to the

book's truths. - Character Sketches spotlight key Bible figures and the lessons you can learn from

their lives. - In-Text Charts and Maps help you locate key places and grasp difficult concepts at a

glance. - Dictionary-Concordance developed specifically for the NIV Life Application Study Bible. -

Red Letter Edition with the words of Christ printed in red. --This text refers to the Imitation Leather

edition.

This is the best Bible you can buy. Because it is the NIV it is very easy to read and understand.



Additionally, it has 1) a verse-by-verse commentary (notes) for every chapter, 2) a time line of world

and Bible events, 3) an overview and 4) an outline of each book, 5) information about the purpose

and 6) the author of the book, 7) when it was written, 8) for whom it was written and 9) why, as well

as key 10) people and 11) verses, and 12) the setting and 13) places where the book takes place.

14) There are full-length profiles of key people in the Bible, 15) lots of maps both, full-color and

black and white, many with explanations, and 16) some books have a page called, for example,

"Key Places in Matthew," which gives an overview of the book and a large map showing locations of

the events that occur in that book. 17) There are many indexes, one a concordance and another is

an index to the notes. 18) It has over 23,000 cross references to provide in-dept reading about a

verse. 19) There are many "charts" all of which are indexed. These are inserts within the chapters

that have VERY interesting information related to the subject of the chapter or book. 20) The

application aspect relates in the notes how verses apply to our daily lives. This version of the NIV

Life Application Study Bible comes in soft, black leather and has tabs called indexes to help locate

books. The pages are gilded in silver so it is a beautiful Bible. The one drawback is that the pages

are tissue-paper thin. I bought this Bible as a gift for a friend and he loves it and shows it to all of his

friends.

If you're in need of a really good and easier to read bible, this version will certainly do you right. The

authors' life application notes are excellent for the student who's not quite ready for really deep

exposition, but don't overlook this volume! The concordance, topical index, cross-references, etc.

are as good as ANY out there. And don't let anyone tell you its a distant 2nd to any NASB- its

patently UN-true; when you're following someone who's reading from the NASB, its about as close

to your NIV as you can get, period! Also, Zondervan has hardbound, leather, assorted colors to

meet the most discriminating buyer. AND... the NIV is probably the biggest selling bible ever

published.

I'm so glad I bought this Bible even though I have the hard copy edition as well. I love having it at

my fingertips at all times in my phone! I just discovered the Flashcards function and am loving it.

It is a version of the bible that is easy to understand. It has lots of references that makes for easy

reading. It is truly an uplifting and valuable resource.

Lots of great information packed into a nice bible.., there are a few crinkled pages, but overall not



bad. The type is a bit small for me, if I had checked a store first I would have opted for large print.., I

may get another and keep this for travel and the larger one for everyday home use. Check for font

size, overall size and indexing is nice too.. I have no complaints only that I would have done more

research first.., but extra bibles are not a bad thing at all.., I can always gift it to someone too.

I love my new bible. It is so easy to read and with an explanation on how to apply the scriptures to

your own life. It is beautifully done all the way around. I would recommend this to each and

everyone, as it was recommended to me.

I am very disappointed with this. I thought I would find explanations of the bible passages, but all I

see is the passages themselves. Since I have a bible I read from, I really do not need this. I wish

there was a way to return it since I won't be using it.

I love using this Bible and God speaks through the personal illustrations for every chapter and verse

and raises a lot of thought provoking and introspective questions about how the verse or the chapter

applies in my personal context.
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